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Abstract
A JS surface is a minimal graph over a polygonal domain that becomes infinite in magnitude at the domain boundary. Jenkins
and Serrin characterized the existence of these minimal graphs in terms of the signs of the boundary values and the side-lengths
of the polygon. For a convex polygon, there can be essentially only one JS surface, but a non-convex domain may admit several
distinct JS surfaces. We consider two families of JS surfaces corresponding to different boundary values, namely JS0 and JS1, over
domains in the form of regular stars. We give parameterizations for these surfaces as lifts of harmonic maps, and observe that all
previously constructed JS surfaces have been of type JS0. We give an example of a JS1 surface that is a new complete embedded
minimal surface generalizing Scherk’s doubly periodic surface, and show also that the JS0 surface over a regular convex 2n-gon
is the limit of JS1 surfaces over non-convex stars. Finally we consider the construction of other JS surfaces over stars that belong
neither to JS0 nor to JS1.
© 2007 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
We study minimal surfaces in R3 that are graphs over simple bounded polygonal domains where, on approaching
each edge bounding the domain, the graph becomes either positively or negatively infinite. Following [2], we call
these graphs JS surfaces. In [11], H. Jenkins and J. Serrin characterized the polygonal domains and prescribed infinite
boundary values for which a JS surface exists, and proved uniqueness of the surface up to translation. In this paper we
construct JS surfaces over regular n-pointed stars with vertices located on concentric circles of radius 1 and r . These
polygonal domains are defined as follows:
Definition 1. Let n  2 be an integer, and α be the principal 2nth root of unity eiπ/n. For any r > 0, define the
n-pointed r-star to be the open polygon in the complex plane C with vertex set{
rα2k, α2k+1: k = 1,2, . . . , n}. (1)
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the r-star is a strictly non-convex 2n-gon.
We will sometimes refer simply to an “r-star” when the precise value of n does not lead to ambiguity. We construct
two distinct families of JS surfaces over r-stars, which we define below.
Definition 2. Let n 2 be an integer and r > 0 be real, and consider the infinite boundary values on the edges of the
n-pointed r-star that are +∞ on the edge [r,α], and change sign at each vertex, alternating strictly from one edge to
the next between +∞ and −∞. Define JS0(n, r) to be the minimal graph that includes the point at the origin and that
approaches these infinite values over the bounding edges of the r-star.
The existence of the surfaces JS0(n, r) in Definition 2 is a consequence of Jenkin’s and Serrins’ characterization
(Theorem A in Section 2.1) of polygonal domains and infinite boundary values for which a JS surface exists. Since
Theorem A also shows that a JS surface with prescribed boundary values is unique up to translation, these surfaces
are well defined. The characterization of polygonal domains P for which a JS surface exists requires that whenever
the bounding edges of P meet at a convex vertex (that is, at a vertex of the domain P for which the interior angle is
less than π ), the boundary values of the JS surface must change sign. Thus JS0(n, r) is the unique (up to certain rigid
motions) JS surface over a given convex r-star. For a non-convex r-star however, there may exist other JS surfaces.
Theorem A guarantees the existence of the surfaces JS1(n, r) in Definition 3, for which the boundary values, rather
than changing sign at every vertex, change only at the convex vertices. Of necessity, the underlying star domains must
be even-pointed, as well as non-convex.
Definition 3. Let n  4 be an even integer, and r < cos(π/n) or r > sec(π/n) so that the n-pointed r-star is non-
convex. Consider the infinite boundary values that are −∞ on the edge [r,α], and that change sign at each convex
vertex (that is, at every second vertex). Define JS1(n, r) to be the minimal graph that includes the point at the origin
and that approaches these infinite boundary values over the bounding edges of the r-star.
We write JS0 for the family of minimal surfaces in Definition 2, and JS1 for the surfaces in Definition 3. Examples
of infinite boundary values for each of the two types over a 6-pointed r-star are indicated in Fig. 1. In addition to
constructing the minimal surfaces JS0 and JS1, we will discuss examples from each family, and point out interesting
features, such as the tiling property of the new surface JS1(4, r). We also look at relationships between the two families
of surfaces, and finally consider JS surfaces over r-stars that belong neither to JS0 nor to JS1.
The classical example of a JS surface is Scherk’s first surface (also known as Scherk’s doubly-periodic surface)
discovered in 1834 by H. Scherk [14]. The completion of this surface lies over an infinite ‘checkerboard tiling’ of
the plane; the portion lying over a single square is JS0(2,1). This surface is unique among JS surfaces over regular
polygons in that its completion is embedded in R3. Scherk was also aware of the deformation of JS0(2,1) over a
Fig. 1. Signs of the infinite boundary values for JS0(6, r) and JS1(6, r).
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when completed, and was constructed recently by Dorff and Szynal by shearing elliptic functions [4].
One advantage in considering JS surfaces over r-stars is that we obtain all previously constructed JS surfaces, with
the exception of certain examples over quadrilaterals [13, §164]. For all other constructed examples, the polygonal
domains have been convex r-stars, for which the surfaces can only be of type JS0, although properties of other JS
surfaces over equilateral convex domains have been utilized. Hermann Schwarz appears to be first to have considered
a JS surface over a polygon with more than 4 sides, having sketched the JS surface over a regular hexagon in [15].
In [12], Karcher considered JS surfaces over equilateral convex 2n-gons in connection with the minimal surfaces now
known as the less symmetric Karcher–Scherk saddle towers.
In Theorem 1 of Section 3 we provide a parametrization for the JS0 surface over each r-star, and in Theorem 2
of Section 3 we prove that the minimal surfaces conjugate to surfaces in JS0 are the symmetrically deformed saddle
towers, a subfamily of the less symmetric Karcher–Scherk saddle towers.
JS surfaces over non-convex r-stars have not been studied before now. We observe that when completed, none
of the surfaces JS0(n, r) remain embedded for non-convex r-stars, but in considering JS1(4, r) over a non-convex
4-pointed r-star, we obtain a new example of a complete doubly-periodic embedded minimal surface analogous to
Scherk’s first surface: the completion of JS1(4, r) is an embedded graph over an ‘infinite checkerboard’ tiling of the
plane, with a 4-pointed r-star rather than a square as the tiling unit (see Fig. 4 in Section 4).
Another advantage of studying JS surfaces over r-stars is that by varying the parameter r , we easily move be-
tween convex and non-convex polygonal domains. Our new doubly-periodic surface JS1(4, r) is a generalization
of Schwarz’ first surface, in that as the r-star approaches convexity, the corresponding doubly-periodic surface ap-
proaches Schwarz’ first surface. This limiting behavior occurs more generally: in Theorem 4 of Section 4, we show
that the JS surface over a regular 2n-gon can be obtained as a limit of surfaces JS1(2n, r).
Our method for constructing the surfaces JS0(n, r) and JS1(n, r) is to first obtain a sense preserving univalent (one
to one) harmonic map f from the unit disk onto the n-pointed r-star. A minimal graph over an arbitrary domain Ω can
be constructed from a univalent harmonic map f onto Ω using a Weierstrass–Enneper representation, provided that
the second complex dilatation or analytic dilatation ω = fz¯/fz of f has an analytic square root. This construction,
outlined in Section 2.2, has successfully produced new examples of minimal graphs in [5] and [4] (see also [8]).
Theorem 1 of [2] shows that the underlying harmonic map of a JS surface must be the Poisson integral of a piecewise
constant function that maps arcs of the unit disk to vertices of a polygonal domain. In our earlier publication [7], we
constructed families of functions of this form onto polygonal domains in the form of r-stars; we construct the surfaces
JS0 and JS1 from those maps in [7] with appropriate dilatation.
Beyond its role in characterizing the existence of a minimal surface, the dilatation ω of the underlying harmonic
map plays a further role in revealing the geometry of the surface in that the stereographic projection of the normal
vector of the minimal surface is G = − i/√ω. Furthermore, the dilatation for the harmonic maps we consider is
shown in [16] to be a Blaschke product of finite order. General properties of JS surfaces have been studied in [2],
where Theorem 3 specifies the order of the Blaschke product as being 2 less than the number of sign changes of the
boundary values of the JS surface; JS0 and JS1 provide concrete examples illustrating this.
For harmonic mappings onto polygonal domains, a distinction has been made between non-convex vertices that
are full resting points (defined in Section 2.4), and those that are not. Theorem 2 of [2] characterizes the non-convex
vertices at which a JS surface changes sign as being the full resting points for the underlying harmonic map. Thus
determining which vertices are full resting points also identifies the JS surface. Although we find it useful in our
proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 to determine the full resting points, we nevertheless identify our JS surfaces directly by
examining the boundary values from the parameterizations we obtain.
We remark that the existence of a univalent harmonic function that is the Poisson integral of a piecewise con-
stant function onto an arbitrary non-convex polygonal domain P was termed by Sheil-Small in [16] as the mapping
problem for P . It remains unknown whether or not the mapping problem can be solved for an arbitrary polygonal
domain P . The mapping problem is remarkably unexplored, as prior to [7], the only such maps constructed for non-
convex polygons of which the authors are aware have been onto the wedge-shaped polygonal domain W with vertices
{1, i,−1, i/2} (see [16], Example 3 and also [1]). In the latter reference, Examples 3.13 and 2.12 show that the non-
convex vertex i/2 may or may not be a full resting point, depending on the harmonic map onto W . Further examples
are provided here by non-convex r-stars, whose non-convex vertices also exhibit this distinction with the harmonic
maps underlying JS0(n, r) and JS1(n, r), respectively.
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prove that so long as exactly half the sides of the r-star are assigned the infinite boundary values of +∞, and that the
boundary values do in fact change sign at each convex corner, then otherwise arbitrarily assigned infinite boundary
values result in a JS surface. We construct an example over a non-convex 4-pointed r-star that is neither JS0(4, r)
nor JS1(4, r).
In the next section we present background material on harmonic maps, minimal surfaces and conjugate surfaces
that will be used in establishing our results about JS0 surfaces in Section 3, and JS1 surfaces in Section 4.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Characterization for JS surfaces
Following [2] we define the JS surface over a polygon P . We then state the result of Jenkins and Serrin, essentially
as it appears in [2], that characterizes polygonal domains and prescribed boundary values for which a JS surface exists.
Definition 4. Let P be a polygonal domain with finitely many bounding edges partitioned into sets {Ai} and {Bi}. The
graph {(u, v,F(u, v)): (u, v) ∈ P } is a JS surface if it satisfies the minimal surface equation and boundary values(
1 +F2u
)Fuu − 2FuFvFuv + (1 +F2v )Fvv = 0,
F(u, v) → +∞ as (u, v) → intAi, (u, v) ∈ P,
F(u, v) → −∞ as (u, v) → intBi, (u, v) ∈ P. (2)
Theorem A. Let P be a polygonal domain with finitely many bounding edges partitioned into sets {Ai} and {Bi}. Let
Π be a connected polygonal subset of P whose boundary is the union of some segments from {Ai} and {Bi}, possibly
including additional line segments contained in P whose endpoints are vertices of P . Let |Π | be the length of the
boundary of Π . Then there exists a JS surface {(u, v,F(u, v)): (u, v) ∈ P } satisfying (2) if and only if
(a) no two edges of {Ai} nor of {Bi} meet at a convex vertex,
(b) 2∑Ai∈Π |Ai | < |Π | and 2∑Bi∈Π |Bi | < |Π | for each such Π , Π = P ,(c) ∑ |Ai | =∑ |Bi | when Π = P .
If the JS surface exists, it is unique up to translation.
Theorem A is contained in the more general Theorem 4 of [11], in which the domain underlying the minimal graph
is not necessarily polygonal, allowing for both continuous and infinite values to be prescribed on bounding arcs of
the domain. The Straight Line Lemma [11, §4] implies that if a minimal graph becomes infinite in magnitude over a
bounding arc of the domain, then the arc must in fact be a segment. Thus a JS surface is the most general minimal
graph over a bounded domain on which infinite boundary values are prescribed.
Theorem A implies that the surfaces JS0 for a general r-star, and JS1 for an even-pointed non-convex r-star, do in
fact exist. The proof for convex equilateral 2n-gons can be found in §2.6.1 of [12], so we consider only non-convex
r-stars. The conditions of Theorem A are clearly satisfied except possibly for (b). We first prove that (b) holds for
sub-polygons Π of P that have just one additional boundary segment E belonging neither to {Ai} nor to {Bi}. There
are two cases: (i) E joins two convex vertices or two non-convex vertices of the r-star, (ii) E joins a non-convex
vertex to a convex vertex. In the first case, Π contains an equal number of edges from the sets {Ai} and {Bi}, both
for JS0 and JS1 boundary values. Since the r-star is equilateral, condition (b) is trivially satisfied. For case (ii), the
sub-polygon Π includes an odd number of edges of the r-star, and the number of edges from {Ai} and from {Bi} in Π
differ by 1, both for JS0 and JS1. Then (b) becomes equivalent to showing that E is longer than the side-length d of
the r-star. The circle of radius d , centered on a convex vertex v of the r-star from which E emanates, passes through
the two non-convex vertices neighboring v. This circle cannot contain further non-convex vertices of the r-star, so E
must have length at least d . The same arguments apply to each additional boundary segment of sub-polygons Π with
more then one additional edge. We conclude that Definitions 2 and 3 are well defined.
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We describe the Weierstrass–Enneper representation of a minimal surface in terms of harmonic maps, and describe
the conditions under which a minimal graph can be obtained by ‘lifting’ a univalent harmonic map.
Definition 5. A minimal curve Φ is a triple of analytic functions Φ1, Φ2 and Φ3 for which
Φ21 +Φ22 +Φ23 = 0 and
∣∣Φ21 ∣∣+ ∣∣Φ22 ∣∣+ ∣∣Φ23 ∣∣> 0.
Theorem B. Let Φ be a minimal curve on the simply connected domain Ω . Let z0 ∈ Ω . Then the formula
X(z) =
(
Re
z∫
z0
Φ1(w)dw,Re
z∫
z0
Φ2(w)dw,Re
z∫
z0
Φ3(w)dw
)
, z ∈ Ω, (3)
parameterizes a regular minimal surface on Ω . Moreover, up to an additive constant, any minimal surface defined
on Ω can be represented isothermally by (3) for some minimal curve Φ .
A proof of Theorem B can be found in §3.1 of [3], for example. Clearly the coordinates of X in (3) are harmonic,
and if X is a graph, then Re
∫ z
z0
Φ1(w)dw + i Re
∫ z
z0
Φ2(w)dw is a harmonic map. Conversely, given a univalent
harmonic map f , under certain conditions we can define a third coordinate to obtain a minimal graph over the image
of f [6, §10.2]. Specifically, suppose that f has canonical decomposition f = h+ g¯, where h and g are analytic. This
decomposition is useful in that we can write the dilatation in the form ω = g′/h′. If we require that
Re
z∫
z0
Φ1 + i Re
z∫
z0
Φ2 = Re(f )+ i Im(f ),
then we are led to Φ1 = h′ + g′, Φ2 = −i(h′ − g′), and by Definition 5, Φ3 must satisfy Φ23 = −Φ21 −Φ22 . It is easily
verified that we obtain a minimal curve if and only if Φ3 is analytic. Setting
Φ3 = −2i
√
h′g′ = −2ih′√ω, (4)
we see that this occurs if and only of the dilatation ω has an analytic square root, in which case the minimal graph
over f (D) is, by Theorem B,
X1(z) = Re
(
f (z)
)
, X2(z) = Im
(
f (z)
)
and
X3(z) = 2 Im
z∫
z0
√
h′(ξ)g′(ξ) dξ, z ∈ D. (5)
Various pairs of meromorphic functions in terms of which the analytic functions Φi can be expressed are referred
to as Weierstrass–Enneper data. One such example is given by the pair of meromorphic functions G and dH, where
Φ1 = 12
(
1
G − G
)
dH, Φ2 = i2
(
1
G + G
)
dH, Φ3 = dH. (6)
The zeros and poles of G and dH are restricted only so that the Φi are all analytic and do not vanish simultaneously,
thus defining a minimal curve (see for example (50) in §3.3 of [3]—an advantage of (6) is that G is the stereographic
projection of the Gauss map of the minimal surface, and dH can be considered as a height differential). We will refer
to this representation in our discussion of the Karcher–Scherk saddle towers in Section 3.
Remark 2. Regardless of the Weierstrass–Enneper data chosen, G can be computed in terms to the minimal curve to
be Φ3/(Φ1 − iΦ2) (see for example (5), §3.3 of [13]), which in terms of a harmonic map f becomes −i/√ω.
In addition to the minimal surface, we also obtain the associated family of minimal surfaces from a minimal curve,
all of which are isometric to one another. In particular we will be interested in the conjugate surface X∗ of the minimal
surface X.
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In particular, the conjugate surface or adjoint surface is obtained when t = π/2, for which the minimal curve is iΦ .
The conjugate pair of surfaces X and X∗ are isometric, and related geometrically in that asymptotic lines for a
minimal surface X transform (continuously in t) to become lines of curvature for the conjugate surface X∗, and vice
versa (Proposition 6, §3.1 of [3]).
2.3. Harmonic maps onto star domains
To obtain our desired harmonic functions onto a given n-pointed r-star, we follow our construction in [7] by first
defining a function fˆ that is piecewise-constant on arcs of the unit circle, and then extending with the Poisson integral.
We divide the circle into 2n open arcs by defining the arc endpoints to be the nth roots of e±ipπ , where p is a fixed
real number between 0 and 1, and then map each arc onto one of the 2n vertices of the r-star.
Definition 7. Let D be the unit disk, suppose that n 2 is a fixed integer, and r be a positive real. Let α = eiπ/n and
β = eipπ/n where p is real and 0 <p < 1; define the boundary correspondence almost everywhere on ∂D by mapping
arcs with endpoints {α2kβ¯, α2kβ: 1 k  n} as follows:
fˆ
(
eit
)=
{
rα2k, eit ∈ (α2kβ¯, α2kβ),
α2k+1, eit ∈ (α2kβ,α2k+2β¯). (7)
Let f be the Poisson extension of fˆ , given explicitly by formula (8).
The 2n arcs centered on the 2nth roots of unity alternate in length. If divided equally, each arc would have length
π/n, but we have instead lengths 2pπ/n and 2(1 − p)π/n. Pairs of neighboring arcs still have combined length
2π/n, and the parameter p determines relative sizes of the arcs, which are equal when p = 1/2. Note that the arc
(α2kβ¯, α2kβ) centered at α2k is mapped to the vertex rα2k and the arc (α2kβ,α2k+2β¯) centered at α2k+1 is mapped
to the vertex α2k+1.
In [7] we obtained the harmonic extension
f (z) = r
π
n∑
k=1
α2k arg
z − α2kβ
z − α2kβ¯ +
1
π
n∑
k=1
α2k+1 arg z − α
2k+2β¯
z − α2kβ (8)
and computed its dilatation
ω = zn−2 z
n − c
1 − czn , where c =
sin( (n−1)(1−p)π
n
)− r sin( (n−1)pπ
n
)
sin( (1−p)π
n
)+ r sin(pπ
n
)
, (9)
note that the parameter c is real, and ω is a Blaschke product of finite order, as required by Theorem 1 of [16]. We
wish to obtain those harmonic maps that are both univalent and for which the dilatation has an analytic square root.
By Theorem 1 of [7], we see that f is univalent if and only if all the zeros of the dilatation ω are contained in the unit
disk, which is clearly the case if and only if |c| 1. We observe that this is also a consequence of the main theorem
in §11.6.6 of [17], in which the condition for univalence is simply |ω|  1. For |c| ∈ (0,1) the zeros of the factor
zn−c
1−czn are simple with modulus |c|1/n, so the values of the constant c for which f is univalent and ω has an analytic
square root are 0 and ±1. In the following proposition we consider the cases c = 0 and c = 1, for which ω is z2n−2
and −zn−2, respectively. We will show that the case c = −1 (ω = zn−2) will not give rise to an essentially different
surface, since it can be obtained from the c = 1 case by rotation and scaling.
Proposition 1. Consider an integer n 2 and real number r > 0. Let f be a harmonic function defined as in Defini-
tion 7, where p is to be specified.
(i) The harmonic map f has dilatation ω = z2n−2 if and only if the parameters r and p are related by
r = sin(p
n−1
n
π)
sin((1 − p)n−1
n
π)
. (10)
Moreover, there exists a unique value of p ∈ (0,1) satisfying (10) for each r > 0.
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r = sin((1 − p)
n−2
2n π)
cos(p n−22n π)
. (11)
Moreover, the r-star is non-convex, and for each r < cos(π/n) there exists a unique p ∈ (0,1) satisfying (11).
Proof. (i) It is immediate from (9) that the function f in our construction (7) has dilatation ω = z2n−2 if and only if
c = 0. By inspection this is equivalent to Eq. (10), in which r can be rewritten as the function of p
r = sin(π/n) cot
(
p
(n− 1)
n
π
)
+ cos(π/n)
that is clearly strictly decreasing, and maps the open unit interval onto the positive reals. Consequently there exists
a unique value of p in the interval (0,1) for which Eq. (10) is satisfied, or equivalently, for which the (univalent)
harmonic function f has dilatation ω = z2n−2.
(ii) Our construction shows that the harmonic function f in (7) has dilatation ω = −zn−2 if and only if c = 1. The
equation
sin
(
(n− 1)(1 − p)π
n
)
− r sin
(
(n− 1)pπ
n
)
= sin
(
(1 − p)π
n
)
+ r sin
(
pπ
n
)
obtained from setting c = 1 in (9) reduces to (11), and further to
r = sin n− 2
2n
π − tan
(
n− 2
2n
pπ
)
cos
(
n− 2
2n
π
)
.
Again we have written r as a strictly decreasing function of p, this time mapping the open unit interval onto the
positive reals less than cos(π/n). Thus there exists a unique value of p in the interval (0,1) for which Eq. (11) is
satisfied, and equivalently, for which the (univalent) harmonic function f has dilatation ω = −zn−2. 
Remark 3. If f is a harmonic map onto an r-star of the form (7) with dilatation ω given in (9), then the rotated scaled
reparametrized map f˜ = (1/r)α¯f (α·) is also of the form (7) but with dilatation ω = zn−2 zn+c1+czn . Assuming this fact,
proved in Proposition 2, we see that for f with dilatation zn−2, any minimal graph
M = {Ref (z), Imf (z),X3(z): z ∈ D}
can be reparametrized by replacing z by αz, rotated by π/n and scaled by 1/r to become
M ′ = {Re f˜ (z), Im f˜ (z), (1/r)X3(αz): z ∈ D}.
Since the map f˜ has dilatation −zn−2, we see that M is obtained from a minimal surface M ′ by rotation and scaling,
where the underlying harmonic map for M ′ has dilatation −zn−2. Note also that since 1/r < cos(π/n) by (ii) of
Proposition 1, the dilatation ω = zn−2 may only occur when f maps onto a non-convex r-star with r > sec(π/n).
Proposition 2. Let |c| 1, and consider the harmonic map f of the form (7) with dilatation
ω = zn−2 z
n − c
1 − czn
that maps the disk univalently onto an r-star. Then f˜ = (1/r)α¯f (α·) where α = eiπn is also a harmonic map of the
form (7) that maps the disk univalently onto the 1/r-star with dilatation
ω = zn−2 z
n + c
1 + czn .
Proof. The harmonic function f˜ maps arcs of measure q = (1 − p) centered on α2k to the vertices (1/r)α2k of the
1/r-star, and arcs of measure p = 1 − q centered on α2k+1 to α2k+1. Thus f˜ is of the form (7) with β = eiqπ/n. If f˜
has dilatation zn−2
zn−c
f˜
1−c zn then by (9)
f˜
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(n−1)(1−p)π
n
)− r sin( (n−1)pπ
n
)
sin( (1−p)π
n
)+ r sin(pπ
n
)
= sin(
(n−1)(1−q)π
n
)− 1
r
sin( (n−1)qπ
n
)
sin( (1−q)π
n
)+ 1
r
sin( qπ
n
)
= c
f˜
. 
Remark 4. By the previous propositions, we see that if f is a harmonic map onto an r-star with dilatation −zn−2
that maps arcs of size p to the convex corners of the r-star, then f˜ = (1/r)α¯f (α·) maps arcs of size p to the convex
corners of the 1/r star. This close relationship is not unexpected, since the 1/r-star can be rotated in the plane by π/n
and scaled by 1/r to become an r-star.
In view of (5) we need formulae for h′ and g′ for (8) where f = h+ g¯ in order to parametrize our minimal surfaces.
A computation using our expressions for these quantities from [7, §5], yields
h′(z) = nk 1 − cz
n
S(z)
and g′(z) = nkzn−2 z
n − c
S(z)
(12)
where
k = 1
π
(
sin
(
(1 − p)π/n)+ r sin(pπ/n)) (13)
and
S(z) =
n∏
k=1
(
z − α2kβ¯)(z − α2kβ)= (zn − eipπ )(zn − e−ipπ ).
2.4. Interior angles and the dilatation
We again consider Poisson integrals of piecewise constant functions onto the vertices of polygonal domains. We de-
scribe the relationship between interior angles of the polygon and the change of dilatation over the arcs mapping to the
corresponding vertices. At a non-convex vertex, this relationship can take two different forms—the form determines
whether or not the vertex is a full resting point, as defined in [1], for the harmonic map.
Suppose that fˆ is piecewise constant, mapping a finite number of arcs (ζk−1, ζk) of the unit circle onto the vertices
vk of a polygon, 1  k  n, where we identify symbols indexed by 0 and 1 with those indexed by n and n + 1,
respectively. By considering the sides of the polygon incident with vk , we note that the exterior angle of the polygon
at vk is
ψk = arg
(
vk+1 − vk
vk − vk−1
)
= arg
(
fˆ (ζ+k )− fˆ (ζ−k )
fˆ (ζ+k−1)− fˆ (ζ−k−1)
)
where −π  ψk  π , and fˆ (ζ+k ) and fˆ (ζ−k ) are, respectively, the limits of fˆ (eis) as s approaches arg(ζk) from the
right or from the left. Let the harmonic extension f of fˆ have dilatation ω, and suppose f is univalent on the unit
disk. Corollary 2.2a of [9] states that for each t on the unit circle
Im
{√
ω
(
eit
) (
fˆ
(
eit+
)− fˆ (eit−))}= 0
(see also [1] and Section 7.4 of [6]). These formulae show that the change in argument of √ω over the arc (ζk−1, ζk)
is equal and opposite to the exterior angle ψk , modulo π . Supposing that I = (ζk−1, ζk) is the full arc that maps onto
the vertex vk , and writing ΔI arg
√
ω in place of arg(
√
ω(ζk))− arg(
√
ω(ζk−1)), we obtain
ΔI arg
√
ω ≡ −ψk (mod π).
In terms of the interior angle θk = π − ψk at vk , which lies in the range 0 θk  2π , we have the following “corner
condition”
θk ≡ ΔI arg√ω (mod π).
Theorem 2.13 of [1] shows that if the harmonic extension f is univalent, then ΔI arg
√
ω cannot exceed the interior
angle θk . At a convex vertex then, there is only one possibility for ΔI arg
√
ω mod π , namely
θk = ΔI arg√ω. (14)
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we follow [1] calling vk a full resting point, but it is also possible that
θk = π +ΔI arg√ω. (15)
Remark 5. If a harmonic function f that is the Poisson extension of a piecewise constant function is univalent then
for a convex vertex, Eq. (14) always holds, while for a non-convex vertex, θk satisfies either (14) or (15). A full resting
point is thus a non-convex vertex for which the argument of the dilatation behaves as it would for a convex vertex.
In Proposition 1 we showed that the two relevant dilatations for harmonic maps onto an n-pointed r-stars that have
analytic square roots are z2n−2 and −zn−2. In the following proposition we classify non-convex vertices as being full
resting points in the former case but not the latter.
Proposition 3. Consider an integer n 2 and real number r > 0. Let f be the (univalent) harmonic function defined
as in Definition 7, with dilatation ω being z2n−2 or −zn−2.
(i) If ω = z2n−2 then any non-convex vertices of the r-star, if present, are full resting points.
(ii) If ω = −zn−2 each non-convex vertex of the r-star fails to be a full resting point.
Proof. We determine whether non-convex vertices are full resting points by considering the change in argument ω.
(i) If ω = z2n−2 then over an arc I of length |I |, ΔI arg√ω = (n − 1)|I |. If I is an arc in the boundary cor-
respondence (7) that maps to a vertex of the r-star, then the change in argument of the dilatation translates to the
interior angle at the target vertex, either by Eq. (14) or by Eq. (15). A polygon with 2n sides has interior angle sum
of (2n − 2)π . Since over the full circle Δ arg√ω = (2n − 2)π , Eq. (14) must hold at each vertex of the (2n sided)
r-star. In particular, non-convex vertices are full resting points.
(ii) If ω = −zn−2, then ΔI arg√ω = (n/2 − 1)|I | over an interval I of length |I |. Over the full circle, Δ arg√ω =
(n− 1)π , which is precisely nπ less than the sum of the interior angles of the n-pointed r-star. Since (14) holds at the
n convex vertices, it must fail at the non-convex vertices, where (15) holds instead. 
By considering the change in the argument of
√
ω over the arcs of size p and 1 − p where ω = z2n−2 or −zn−2,
we can determine the relationship of p with r geometrically, obtaining (10) and (11) without any reference to (9),
and with less computation in the latter case. Consider the case in which ω = zn−2. Because (14) holds at each vertex,
the change in dilatation over each arc gives us the corresponding interior angles for the r-star in terms of p. The arcs
alternate in length between 2pπ/n and 2(1−p)π/n, and so the interior angles alternate between 2(n−1)(1−p)π/n
and 2(n−1)pπ/n. Fig. 2 indicates the interior angles of the r-star, and by the law of sines we immediately obtain (10).
We note that monotonicity of r as a function of p is also geometrically obvious from Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Angles within an r-star. Non-convex vertices are full resting points.
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In this section we obtain a parametrization for the JS0 surface over each r-star. We also identify the subfamily of
the less symmetric Karcher–Scherk saddle towers to which the surfaces JS0 are conjugate. First we consider some
examples.
Examples. Previously constructed JS0 surfaces.
(1) Scherk’s first surface JS0(2,1), discovered in 1834 by H. Scherk [14].
(2) The JS surface over a regular hexagon JS0(3,1), studied by Hermann Schwarz [15, pp. 106–107].
(3) The JS surface over a regular 2n-gon JS0(n,1) where n  3, studied by Karcher in the context of constructing
saddle towers [12].
(4) The JS surface over a rhombus JS0(2, r) for r = 1, an embedded doubly-periodic surface known already to Scherk,
and constructed recently in [4].
Theorem 1. Let n  2 be an integer, and r be a positive real. Then if p is chosen so that (10) holds and if f
is the harmonic map (8) for which non-convex corners are full resting points, then the surface JS0(n, r) can be
parameterized by
X(z) =
(
Ref (z), Imf (z),
1
π
sin(π/n)
sin(p(n−1)π
n
)
log
∣∣∣∣zn − e−ipπzn − eipπ
∣∣∣∣
)
, z ∈ D. (16)
Proof. With p chosen so that (10) holds, Proposition 1 shows that the harmonic function f defined in (8) has dilatation
ω = z2n−2. Because ω has an analytic square root, the surface parametrized by (5) will be a minimal graph over the n-
pointed r-star. Moreover, given that the dilatation ω is a finite product of Blaschke factors, Theorem 6 of [2] shows that
the minimal graph must in fact be a JS surface. We can identify this surface without further calculation: Proposition 3
shows that for the underlying harmonic map, any non-convex corner of the r-star must be a full resting point, at which
the surface must change between +∞ and −∞ by Theorem 2 of [2]. Since the JS surface then changes sign at each
corner, it must be JS0(n, r), up to a rigid motion. From the parametrization (16) however we see that the surface we
obtain is JS0(n, r) precisely as we defined it in Definition 2: clearly the height function X3(z) becomes infinite in
magnitude as z approaches the solutions to zn = e±ipπ , or equivalently, when z approaches any of the arc endpoints
{α2kβ,α2kβ¯}. Depending on the angle of approach of z to α2kβ , f (z) approaches any desired point on the segment
[α2k, rα2k+1] while X3(z) becomes positively infinite. As z approaches α2kβ¯ , f (z) approaches a point of the segment
[rα2k−1, α2k] while X3(z) becomes negatively infinite. Thus our JS surface satisfies the boundary value +∞ on the
segment [r,α], and alternates in sign strictly at each subsequent edge, so we conclude that it is precisely JS0(n, r). Note
that this is also a direct proof that the minimal graph parametrized by (16) is a JS surface. It remains only to obtain the
given parametrization (16). From Eq. (13) with r and p related by (10), we compute k = k0 = 1π
sin π
n
sin(pπ)
sin( (n−1)
n
pπ)
, so that
√
h′g′ = nk0 z
n−1
z2n − 2 cos(pπ)zn + 1 .
From ∫
zn−1
z2n − 2 cos(pπ)zn + 1 dz =
1
n sin(pπ)
arctan
(
zn − cos(pπ)
sin(pπ)
)
and choosing z0 = 0 in (5), we have
X3(z) = 2
π
sin(π/n)
sin((p n−1
n
π))
Im
(
arctan
(
zn − cos(pπ)
sin(pπ)
))
.
Using the formula arctan(z) = 12 i log( 1−iz1+iz ), we find
Im
(
arctan
(
zn − cospπ
sinpπ
))
= 1
2
log
∣∣∣∣zn − e−ipπzn − eipπ
∣∣∣∣,
and we obtain the form for X3(z) stated in the theorem. 
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Remark 6. The stereographic projection of the upward pointing normal vector is −i/√ω = −i/zn−1. We observe that
the normal vector makes n − 1 revolutions, clockwise when viewed from above, as it traverses a closed path around
the origin on the surface JS0(n, r). For example in the left of Fig. 3, the normal vector revolves 5 times as it traces a
closed path on JS0(6,0.75).
We now consider minimal surfaces that are conjugate to the JS0 surfaces. In §2.3 of [12], Karcher generalized
Scherk’s saddle tower surface through the Weierstrass data
G = zn−1 and dH= 1
z(zn − z−n) ,
which in the case n = 2 determines a minimal curve for Scherk’s classical surfaces. These saddle towers of higher
genus have also been constructed by Duren and Thygerson [8], through generalizing instead the harmonic map under-
lying a graphical portion of Scherk’s saddle tower and using (5).
Karcher generalized these saddle towers by introducing the parameter φ into the Weierstrass data
G = zn−1 and dH= 1
z(zn − 2 cos(nφ)+ z−n) where 0 φ  π/(2n), (17)
obtaining his symmetrically deformed saddle towers [12, §2.4.1]. Using (6), we compute the minimal curve to be
Ψ = 1
z(zn − 2 cos(nφ)+ z−n)
(
1
2
(
z−(n−1) − zn−1), i
2
(
zn−1 + z−(n−1)),1). (18)
In §2.6 of [12], Karcher observes that the exterior angles of the underlying domain of the conjugate JS surface are
equal to the angles between the 2n Scherk ends of the saddle tower defined by (18), and that for the saddle tower to
be embedded it is therefore necessary that the polygonal domain underlying the JS surface must be convex. We will
see in Theorem 2 that the symmetrically deformed saddle towers are conjugate to the surfaces JS0, and are embedded
precisely for values of φ for which π(n− 2)/(2n) φ(n− 1) π/2 (see also M. Weber, Chapter 2 of [10]).
An illustration of a saddle tower conjugate to JS0(3, r) (for some r = 1) appears at the bottom left of the first
page of figures in §2 of [12] (see also §3.8 of [3]). Karcher generalized these saddle towers still further in §2.6.1
of [12] by considering surfaces conjugate to the set of JS surfaces over convex equilateral 2n-gons. These saddle
towers, sometimes referred to as less symmetric Karcher–Scherk saddle towers, include the embedded symmetrically
deformed saddle towers as a subset.
Theorem 2. Let n  2. The set of surfaces conjugate to the symmetrically deformed saddle towers defined by the
minimal curve (18), where 0 < φ  π/n, is {JS0(n, r): r > 0}. The embedded symmetrically deformed saddle towers
form the set of surfaces conjugate to the JS0 surfaces over convex r-stars.
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curve for JS0(n, r) computed from Eqs. (4) and (12), is
Φ = 1
z(zn − 2 cos(pπ)+ z−n)
(
1
2
(
zn−1 + z−(n−1)), i
2
(
zn−1 − z−(n−1)), − i).
We compare the minimal curve (18) with
iΦ = 1
z(zn − 2 cos(pπ)+ z−n)
(
i
2
(
zn−1 + z−(n−1)),−1
2
(
zn−1 − z−(n−1)),1),
which by Definition 6 is the minimal curve for the surface conjugate to JS0(n, r). Equating pπ = nφ, we obtain
i(Φ1,Φ2,Φ3) = (Ψ2,Ψ1,Ψ3).
The last equation shows that the surface conjugate to JS0(n, r) is a reflection of the symmetrically deformed saddle
tower (the first two coordinates having been interchanged). Thus the surfaces JS0(n, r) are conjugate to the surfaces
defined by (18), and the radius of the r-star conjugate to a symmetrically deformed saddle tower with parameter φ
is determined by the relation φ = pπ
n
, where p is found from (10). By Krust’s theorem, any surface conjugate to a
minimal graph over a convex domain must be embedded. The r-star is convex precisely when p is chosen so that the
interior angles 2(n−1)pπ
n
and 2(n−1)(1−p)π
n
of the r-star (see Fig. 2) are no larger than π . Therefore the r-star is convex
precisely when n−22(n−1)  p 
n
2(n−1) , or equivalently when π/2 − π/n  φ(n − 1)  π/2. If φ does not lie in this
range however, then the r-star has exterior angles that are negative; corresponding wings of the saddle tower intersect
(possibly far from the axis of symmetry) and the saddle tower is not embedded. 
Remark 7. When φ = π/(2n), the surface conjugate to the saddle tower defined by (18) is JS0(n,1) over the regular
2n-gon. By allowing the values of φ in the statement of Theorem 2 to go beyond the parameter range (17) as specified
in [12], namely with π/(2n) < φ  π/n, we allow for saddle towers that are conjugate to JS0(n, r) where r < 1,
rather than being restricted to r  1. Moreover, as φ → 0, the saddle towers converge to the Jorge–Meeks n-noid
[12, §2.4.2].
Remark 8. In Fig. 3 the angle between wings of the saddle tower (not-embedded) are asymptotic to planes perpen-
dicular to the complex plane, pairs of which are separated alternately by approximately 86◦ and −26◦.
4. The surfaces JS1(n, r)
We discuss here the surfaces JS1(n, r) over non-convex even-pointed r-stars. We look at a new example of a
complete embedded doubly-periodic minimal surface that generalizes Scherk’s first surface, namely JS1(4, r). We
then show that JS1(n, r) over a 2n-gon is a modification of the surface JS0(n/2,1) over a regular n-gon. First we
obtain our parametrization for JS1(n, r).
Theorem 3. Let n 2 be an even integer and r a positive real such that r < cos(π/n), then if p is chosen so that (11)
holds and f is the harmonic map in (8), then a parametrization for JS1(n, r) on the unit disk is
X(z) =
(
Ref (z), Imf (z),
1
π
sin(π/n)
cos(
(n−2)pπ
2n )
log
∣∣∣∣zn − 2zn/2 cos(pπ)+ 1zn − 2zn/2 cos(pπ)+ 1
∣∣∣∣
)
. (19)
Proof. With p chosen so that (11) holds, Proposition 1 shows that the harmonic function f defined in (8) has dilatation
with an analytic square root, namely ω = −zn−2. For this f , (5) will parametrize a minimal graph over the n-pointed
r-star. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that Theorem 6 of [2] shows that the minimal graph must in fact be
a JS surface, and again we can identify this surface by noting that for the underlying harmonic map, Proposition 3
shows that the n non-convex corners of the r-star fail to be full resting points. By Theorem 2 of [2], the surface
changes between +∞ and −∞ only at the convex vertices, so up to a rigid motion, the JS surface must be JS1(n, r).
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1
π
cos(
pπ
2 ) sin(
π
n
)
cos( (n−2)2n pπ)
, and
√
h′g′ = ink1 z
n
2 −1(zn − 1)
z2n − 2 cos(pπ)zn + 1 .
Since ∫
z
n
2 −1(zn + 1)
z2n − 2 cos(pπ)zn + 1 dz =
1
2n cos(pπ/2)
log
zn − 2 cos(pπ/2)z n2 + 1
zn + 2 cos(pπ/2)z n2 + 1 ,
setting z0 = 0 we obtain
X3(z) = 2nk1 Im i
z∫
0
ξ
n
2 −1(ξn + 1)
ξ2n − 2 cos(pπ)ξn + 1 dξ =
1
π
sin(π
n
)
cos( n−22n pπ)
log
∣∣∣∣zn − 2 cos(pπ/2)z
n
2 + 1
zn + 2 cos(pπ/2)z n2 + 1
∣∣∣∣
= 1
π
sin(π
n
)
cos( n−22n pπ)
log
∣∣∣∣ (zn/2 − eipπ/2)(zn/2 − e−ipπ/2)(zn/2 + eipπ/2)(zn/2 + e−ipπ/2)
∣∣∣∣.
The height function X3(z) becomes infinite in magnitude as z approaches any of the arc endpoints {α2kβ,α2kβ¯, 1
k  n}. In particular, X3(z) becomes negatively infinite as z approaches α4kβ or z = α4kβ¯ , in which case f (z)
approaches points on the segments [rα4k, α4k+1] and [α4k−1, rα4k], while X3(z) becomes positively infinite as z
approaches α4k+2β or α4k+2β¯ , or equivalently as f (z) approaches points on the segments [rα4k+2, α4k+3] and
[α4k+1, rα4k+2]. Thus (19) parametrizes JS1(n, r) as defined in Definition 3. 
Remark 9. The stereographic projection of the ‘upward pointing’ normal vector is −i/√ω = −i/zn/2−1. Thus the
normal vector to JS1(n, r) makes n/2 − 1 revolutions, clockwise when viewed from above, as it traverses a closed
path on the surface around the origin of the surface JS1(n, r). For example in the left of Fig. 4, the normal vector
revolves once as it traces a closed path on JS1(4,0.6).
The interesting embedded example JS1(4, r) we consider exists for any non-convex 4-pointed r-star. By the
Schwarz reflection principle, the complete surface can be obtained from JS1(4, r) by placing an axis perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the 4-pointed r-star through each convex vertex, and rotating through an angle of π . This yields a
complete embedded graph over an ‘infinite checkerboard’ tiling of the plane with 4-pointed r-stars as the tiling unit;
JS1(4, r) becomes the portion of the surface over a single r-star centered at the origin (see Fig. 4).
Example 1. Let r < 1/
√
2. Then the completion of JS1(4, r) is a doubly-periodic complete embedded minimal sur-
face, part of which is shown in Fig. 4, for r = 0.6.
Fig. 4. The surface JS1(4,0.6) and a portion of its doubly periodic completion.
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the completion of JS0(2,1). For simplicity, consider r < cos(π/4) = 1/
√
2. As r increases to 1/
√
2, the four pointed
r-star approaches convexity and approximates more closely a square, and the surface JS1(4, r) approaches a surface
over a square which has only four sign changes, indicating similarities with Scherk’s first surface JS0(2,1). This
limiting surface is indeed Scherk’s first surface, and the phenomenon occurs more generally: in the next theorem
we prove that for each even integer n and for r chosen so that the n-pointed r-star is non-convex, JS1(n, r) can be
considered a modification of the JS0(n/2,1) surface over a regular n-gon, in that as r changes and the n-pointed r-star
approaches a convex regular n-gon, the surface JS1(n, r) approaches the JS surface over a regular (convex) n-gon.
Theorem 4. For n 1 consider the pointwise limit
M = lim
r→cos( π2n )−
JS1(2n, r).
Then M is the JS surface with boundary values alternating strictly at each vertex of the regular n-gon. After a rotation
about the axis through 0 and perpendicular to the r-star by π/(2n), M becomes JS0(n,1).
Proof. Consider the surface JS1(2n, r) over the 2n-pointed r-star, where r < cos( π2n ). Then by Eq. (11), p → 0+as
r → cos( π2n )−. Denote by fr the underlying harmonic map of the form of Definition 7 for JS1(2n, r), and by fˆr its
boundary values. Then fˆr → fˆ where fˆ is defined on open arcs (α2k, α2k+2) of the unit circle by fˆ (eit ) = α2k+1,
1 k  2n. If f represents the Poisson extension of fˆ then fr → f uniformly on compact subsets. By definition, M
is the graph
M = {Ref (z), Imf (z),X3(z): z ∈ D}
where by Theorem 3, the third coordinate X3 of M is
X3(z) = lim
p→0+
1
π
sin( π2n )
cos(
(n−1)pπ
2n )
log
∣∣∣∣z2n − 2 cos(pπ)zn + 1z2n + 2 cos(pπ)zn + 1
∣∣∣∣= 2 sin(
π
2n )
π
log
∣∣∣∣zn − 1zn + 1
∣∣∣∣.
We will show that the surface
M ′ = {Re α¯f (z), Im α¯f (z),X3(z): z ∈ D}
is JS0(n,1). The boundary map α¯fˆ maps arcs of the unit circle onto the vertex set for the n-pointed 1-star (a regular
2n-gon), and in order for its Poisson extension α¯f to be of the form Definition 7, we reparametrize, replacing z by αz.
Then α¯f (α·) maps arcs (α2k−1, α2k+1) onto the vertex α2k , 1 k  2n. Each arc is centered on a 2nth root of unity
and is of equal size, so the Poisson extension is the harmonic map of Definition 7 onto the n-pointed 1-star with
p = 1/2. By Proposition 1, α¯f (α·) has dilatation z2n−2, and by Theorem 1 the minimal surface JS0(n,1) obtained
from α¯f (α·) is parametrized(
Re α¯f (αz), Im α¯f (αz),
1
π
sin(π/n)
sin( (n−1)π2n )
log
∣∣∣∣zn + izn − i
∣∣∣∣
)
.
The third coordinate of the reparametrized surface M ′ is
X3(αz) = 2
π
sin
(
π
2n
)
log
∣∣∣∣ (αz)n − 1(αz)n + 1
∣∣∣∣= 1π sin(π/n)sin( (n−1)π2n ) log
∣∣∣∣zn + izn − i
∣∣∣∣
where in the last step we used the identity 2 sin(π(n−1)2n ) sin(
π
2n ) = sin(π/n). Thus M ′ is precisely JS0(n,1) and M is
the stated rotation of JS0(n,1). 
5. Further JS surfaces
For any non-convex r-star there exist further JS surfaces which are less symmetric in their boundary behavior than
are the surfaces JS0 and JS1 we have thus far considered. In view of condition (a) of Theorem A we see that for a JS
surface to exist over the (equilateral) r-star, the surface must approach +∞ on exactly half of the edges and −∞ on
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following proposition shows that the infinite boundary values can be otherwise arbitrarily assigned.
Proposition 4. Let n 2 and r > 0. A JS surface over the n-pointed r-star satisfying (2) exists if and only if edges of
the r-star are partitioned into two sets {Ai} and {Bi} each of size n, and such that no two edges of the set {Ai} nor of
{Bi} meet at a convex corner.
Proof. In view of the comments preceding the proposition, we prove that condition (b) of Theorem A is satisfied.
Again we rely on the proof in §2.6.1 of [12] for the convex case, and assume that the r-star is non-convex (so n 3).
Let Π be a subpolygon with one additional boundary segment, E. Then E joins either (i) two non-convex vertices,
(ii) one convex and one non-convex vertex, or (iii) two convex vertices of the r-star. In case (i) the sets {Ai} and
{Bi} in Π have the same size, and in case (ii), the sets differ by 1 in size, since otherwise two edges from the same
subset would meet at a convex corner. In Section 2.1 we already verified the inequality (b) for the corresponding
cases (i) and (ii). In case (iii), if the two edges in Π neighboring E have opposite signs, as is always the case for JS0
and JS1, then the sets {Ai} and {Bi} in Π have the same size, but otherwise, the set sizes differ by 2. In the former
case, the inequality of condition (b) of Theorem A is trivially satisfied, but in the latter case we must show that the
length of E is at least twice the side-length d of the r-star. Suppose that r  cos(π/n) (if r  sec(π/n) then the
same arguments apply with rescaled parameters). Let C be the circle centered at 0 that passes through the non-convex
vertices of the r-star. We consider circles centered on the endpoints of E with radius d , and show that these circles
do not intersect in the interior of C, so that E has the required length. It is enough to show that within C, such a
circle remains within the closed sector S defined by 0 and the non-convex vertices of the r-star through which the
circle passes (see Fig. 5). Consider one of these circles Cv centered at the endpoint v of E. Then Cv cuts C at an
angle no greater than π/2, since |v| = 1, and the orthogonal circle Cπ/2 through the same non-convex vertices has
center of modulus r sec(π/n) < 1. Moreover, because the radius of Cπ/2 is r tan(π/n), the portion of Cπ/2 within C
is contained in S. Since Cv has curvature smaller than that of Cπ2 , the portion of Cv within C is also contained in S.
Thus the length of E is at least 2d . The same arguments apply to each additional boundary segment when Π has more
than one such edge. 
Consideration of Theorem A and the allowable assignments of infinite boundary values show that for n 3, further
JS surfaces exist that belong to neither family JS0 nor JS1. As an example we consider JS surfaces over a non-convex
4-pointed r-star. Fig. 6 illustrates two configurations that produce JS surfaces essentially different from JS0(4, r) and
JS1(4, r). Neither one of the corresponding JS surfaces can be obtained from the other by rigid motions, and nor is
either surface equivalent to JS0(4, r) or JS1(4, r). We proceed to obtain a parametrization for the JS surface with
boundary values shown on the right of Fig. 6.
Fig. 5. The portion of Cv within C is contained by the shaded sector: E is longer than 2d .
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JS1(4, r).
Example 2. Consider the 4-pointed r-star with r = sin(π/8)sin(5π/8) . Assign infinite boundary values as follows: On the two
edges meeting the vertex ri, assign −∞, and on the two edges meeting the vertex −ri, assign ∞. Elsewhere on the
remaining four edges the boundary values alternate strictly in sign at each vertex (see Fig. 6). We find the JS surface
over this r-star corresponding to the given boundary data.
First note that the value of r = sin(π/8)sin(5π/8) ∼= 0.41421 has been chosen so that the two interior angles of the r-star
are 5π/4 and π/4. In order to define a piecewise constant function fˆ from the circle to the vertices of the r-star, we
define t1 and t2 as
t1 = arctan
(√√√√ tan4( 5π16 ) tan2( π16 )+ tan2( 5π16 ) tan2( π16 )− tan4( 5π16 )− tan4( π16 ) tan4( 5π16 )
tan4( 5π16 ) tan
4( π16 )+ 2 tan4( 5π16 ) tan2( π16 )− 2 tan2( 5π16 )− 1
)
∼= 0.755,
t2 = arctan( tan t1tan(5π/16) tan(π/16) )
∼= 1.264,
and set the values of fˆ on the 8 open arcs as follows:
arc value of fˆ
(−t1, t1) r
(t1, t2) α
(t2,π − t2) rα2
(π − t2,π − t1) α3
arc value of fˆ
(π − t1,π + t1) rα4
(π + t1,π + t2) α5
(π + t2,2π − t2) rα6
(π + t2,2π − t1) α7
(20)
Let f be the Poisson extension of fˆ . We compute the resulting dilatation to be
ω =
(
z − x0
1 − x0z
z + x0
1 + x0z
)2
where x0 =
√
tan 5π/16 − tan t1
tan 5π/16 + tan t1 ≈ 0.4775.
The non-convex vertices located at ±r are the two full resting points of the r-star. We can construct the minimal
surface over this r-star, obtaining the parametrization (5) with
X3(z) = A
sin t1
log
(∣∣∣∣z − e−it1z + e−it1
∣∣∣∣/
∣∣∣∣z − eit1z + eit1
∣∣∣∣
)
+ B
sin t2
log
(∣∣∣∣z − e−it2z + e−it2
∣∣∣∣/
∣∣∣∣z − eit2z + eit2
∣∣∣∣
)
(21)
where
A = (e
it1 − x0)(eit1 + x0)(1 − x0eit1)(1 + x0eit1)(ei2t1 + 1)
(ei4t1 − 2 cos(2t2)ei2t1 + 1)(ei2t1 + (2 cos t1)eit1 + 1) and
B = (e
it2 − x0)(eit2 + x0)(1 − x0eit2)(1 + x0eit2)(ei2t1 + 1)
(ei4t2 − 2 cos(2t1)ei2t2 + 1)(ei2t2 + (2 cos t2)eit2 + 1) .
A graph is included in Fig. 8.
J. McDougall, L. Schaubroeck / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 340 (2008) 721–738 737Fig. 7. Image of a polar grid in the unit disk for the Poisson extension f of (20).
Fig. 8. Minimal surface over the 4-pointed 0.41-star that is neither JS0(4, r) nor JS1(4, r).
Remark 10. The surface parametrized by (21) has two umbilic points at which the Gaussian curvature vanishes. The
dots in Fig. 7 indicate the projection of the umbilic points onto the plane.
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